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STUDIO. SPAZI CREATIVI D'ARTISTA
A creative space of one’s own
If you want to write, paint, craft or do anything creative, you need a space that supports your passion. a dedicated studio space not only ticks all the
practical boxes but nourishes your artistic and intellectual spirit; it is a place that feeds your imagination, fosters new ideas and bolsters your mood.
In this rich and inspiring book, real-life case studies – from crafters, writers, designers and artists – show just what can be achieved on every budget. And
whether you print fabric or paint landscapes, craft collages or blog from home, Studio has everything you need to know about planning your layout,
selecting furniture, organizing your space and bringing your creative corner to life with objects, images and props that inspire you. You’ll find hundreds of
bright ideas and practical solutions to help you transform a tired, dull space into a quirky, creative hub.
The author:
Sally Coulthard has written extensively about homes, gardenalia and outdoor living. After reading archaeology at the University of Oxford, she channelled
her love of old buildings and gardens into her writing career, and she is now regarded as one of the country’s foremost authors on houses and outside
spaces. Passionate about salvage, traditional materials and affordable antiques, she brings the principles of comfortable and characterful living to life both
indoors and out in the open. Her other books for #logosedizioni are Gardenalia (2013), Shed decor (2015), and Studio (2016).
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